Cortona
Note: Typical fire boxes are approximately 36” wide (D) and up to 24” tall (C). Please provide AHI with these dimensions so your mantle can be correctly sized. Also, please provide AHI with your desired overall width (A) and height (B)
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Parma
Note: Typical fire boxes are approximately 36” wide (D) and up to 24” tall (C). Please provide AHI with these dimensions so your mantle can be correctly sized. Also, please provide AHI with your desired overall width (A) and height (B)
Sorrento
Note: Typical fire boxes are approximately 36” wide (D) and up to 24” tall (C). Please provide AHI with these dimensions so your mantle can be correctly sized. Also, please provide AHI with your desired overall width (A) and height (B)
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